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(Mark 13 : 29 - 14 : 8)
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“Take heed, watch and pray; for you do not know when the time is.” (Mark 13: 33)
“Watch” refers to the continuous effort - it refers to waiting for the groom (God)
and longing for His coming
and consequently, this leads us to prepare ourselves
so as we would be looking good in God’s eyes
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- God described Himself on the day of His 2nd coming in two images: once as a groom and once as a thief.
For someone who loves God, Christ will come as a groom when the soul loves God and awaits Him and has been living in a strong relationship with Him,
it rejoices at the day of His coming
and the hour of its departure from earth becomes easy and joyful.
Moreover, sometimes a person who is in love with God, longs for the moment of departure from this world
and awaits it like the saints, because he/she will see God with his/her own eyes
and will be released from the flesh imprisonment.
Whereas, when the hour comes to someone who is far from God,
it comes like a thief.
It becomes a difficult and a scary hour for this person, because he/she does not love God enough
and does not await Him.
Furthermore, if someone does not love Christ at all, the hour of his/her departure
turns into a scary and an undesirable moment.
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“lest, coming suddenly, he find you sleeping.” (Mark 13: 36)
“Sleeping” here refers to the spiritual sleepiness and not the physical one
You might be present at some place that is not appropriate
or among a group of people who talk against others and mock them.
Think about this: What if Christ came at this moment,
What will you tell Him??
How are you going to look like in this situation??
Therefore, the fact that God can come and take us from this world at any moment - the surprise factor -,
lead us to ask ourselves in every situation:
If our LORD JESUS came now, will I be able to meet Him, or will I be embarrassed?
Will I be able to meet Him with rejoice, or will I tell Him “I am sorry”?
Even if I apologize to Him, it will be too late,
because the time of repentance would have elapsed at that moment.
Thus in every situation, action, or thought, each one has to be prepared.
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The righteous or pious people were ready to receive God any time. For instance, when LORD JESUS visited our
father Abraham with His angels, Abraham rejoiced and honoured Him and thus received His blessings.
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“And what I say to you, I say to all: Watch!” (Mark 13: 37)
No one can say that he did all what he had to do and that’s it…No, you still have to work and get prepared till the
end of your life.
By being a servant, your responsibility to be more close to God increases

and your responsibility to make the people you are serving get close to God, increases too
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“For you have the poor with you always, and whenever you wish you may do them good; but Me you do not have
always.” (Mark 14: 7)
The time you spend with God Himself is even more precious
than the time you spend serving -whatever your service is Taking a quiet time with God and standing for prayers
is even more precious than the time you spend serving others
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“She has done what she could…” (Mark 14:8)
Our Lord JESUS accepts all love acts
as long as they are coming out of a loving heart - no matter in what way they are expressed There is no single way of expressing Love to GOD:
Someone expresses his/her love to God by praying a lot, enduring a lot,
and thanking continuously.
Another one expresses it, by donating or by giving his/her own life to God.
Another one expresses it by wanting everybody to experience being with God.
Another one loves the house of God and His words.
All ways are acceptable to God as long as they come out of a loving heart,
because by this, he/she is applying “She has done what she could”
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This lady represents a soul which loved God with all its heart
and gave to Him all it had; simply and spontaneously.
Money had no value in this loving lady’s eyes - the entire world is cheap compared to God’s love.
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How beautiful would it be if we apply the rule of looking at everyone around us and saying: may be they are
doing all they can - they are giving all they have- may be the simple words they are praying, would allow them to
capture heaven like the thief who was crucified beside our Lord Jesus Christ.
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A verse to remember: “She has done what she could…” (Mark 14:8)
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